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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Good Yes I was not there I was not there I was not there

We need more
time living

Coexistence
between teachers.
The exchange of
ideas

Increase time
exchange of
teachers and
students

This experience is
very positive.
Cultural exchange,
human and
professional has
been great
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Great! Yes Great! I was not there I was not there

From the teacher's
point of view, I
thought what we
saw was fantastic -
I really liked the
opportunity to see
some classes; for
teachers, this is
always fascinating.
I think the Penair
teachers were
especially
interested in
seeing the school's
response to
disaffected / low
achieving students
by what Ana was
providing. This
seemed to us like
really innovative
practice and
something we
could emulate.

The incredibly
thorough
preparation with all
of the activities
well organised and
highly suitable.  A
lot of thought had
gone into making
the mobility both
enjoyable and also
fulfilling the
project's
educational
objectives.
For the staff, the
social and tourist
aspects of the
mobility were out
of this world; we
saw so much in
the short time.
Every meal we had
was delicious and
we really
appreciated how
different every
restaurant was so
that we never ate a
similar meal twice.
Your school's
hospitality was
amazing - thank
you!

Really nothing -
and the kindness
of the colleagues
when Liz had her
accident will be
remembered for
ever.
One thing for
English teachers to
do differently in
future though is to
prepare students
even more (we did
mention it) for the
effects of
tiredness. They do
find adjusting to
the late eating and
bed time hard and
I think we need to
talk this through
with them and
remind them that
they can just
explain to their
hosts that they
need to go to bed!

I agree with you,
Arturo - this
questionnaire can't
be bettered. I
really like the way
there is a link
directly from email,
which makes it
incredibly easy.
Please let me
know if you need
me to chase up
any responses in  -
say - a week's
time?
Kitty
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Great! Yes Great! I was not there I was not there

The organisation -
everything was so
carefully planned
and prepared.
The activities -
especially the
economics one; it
seemed like a
really valuable
task.

I always want to
see a lesson, or
part of a lesson in
different schools,
to see how
different our styles
of teaching are
and to pick up any
good ideas.
However, I do
appreciate that this
is not always
possible, as it adds
a lot of pressure
onto the host
school and their
teachers, if they
know that they are
to be observed by
other teachers.  (In
the UK, we have
quite strict rules
about observing
lessons and how
often it can be
done...) Gracias!
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What is your
general opinion of

the whole
meeting?

Do you feel you or
your students had

any problems
during the
meeting?

If you had
problems, what

were they?

What did you think
about the Spanish

students'
presentations?

Do you feel that
both the quality
and quantity of

English used were
sufficient?

If you were at the
San Miguel visit,

what´s your
opinion about it?

If you were at the
Orienteeing

activity, what´s
your opinion about

it?

If you were at the
sports activities on
the beach, what´s
your opinion about

it?

What else would
you have wanted
to see, learn or

experience? Two stars... ... and a wish Free word
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. Yes

One student was
tired when we
arrived and she
became a little
weepy the next
day. This was
completely sorted
and the student
had a great time. Great! Yes Great!

Student work and
collaboration
Good ideas from
the modelling of
research for our
students to build
on

More time to get
charities/winning
groups
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Great! Yes I was not there Good Good

Organisation of the
trip.
 
The vartiety of
tasks and trips for
both students and
teachers.
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Great! Yes Great! Good I was not there
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Good Yes Great! I was not there I was not there

??? Can't add
anything.

The overall
organisation,
timetable etc.
Arturo kept
everything under
controll really well.
FOOD

Thank you very
much! You did a
great job! I enjoyed
every minute. It
was nice too see
how you had
managed to bring
the Comenius
close to your
students in a big
scale: a lot of nice
events, posters
and pictures.
 
Greetings from
Terhi (and Kaarina
who is in
Cambridge now)
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Good Yes Great! Great! I was not there

1. Role play
activity
2. San Miguel
Factory

I would have liked
to have the trip to
Seville also with
the students. I
think they missed
an opportunity and
it is important to
spend some time
with students also
in extra curricalar
activities.
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Great! Yes Great! I was not there I was not there Nothing else

perfect
organization
friendly
atmosphere

a day trip all
together (teachers
and students)
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experience? Two stars... ... and a wish Free word
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Rain. Good Yes Good I was not there I was not there

The great
programme was
very full so that
there was no time
for alternatives.

Programme: The
role play
"employers and
employees" was a
great idea to get
the kids
talking and to mix
the various groups.
As there was the
teachers´ meeting
at the same time,
I could not really
find out if the
students
appreciated it in
the same way.
 
Leisure: Emilio´s
trip to Seville was
great, but it still
was topped by the
restaurant in
Bormujo
as the food was
delicious, and the
atmosphere
fantastic and
absolutely tourist-
free.

Difficult to say: On
the one hand we
want to do and see
as much as
possible, on the
other hand the
programme is very
tight then, leaving
you absolutely
tired when you get
home.
However, I do not
see any way to
solve this dilemma.

You have done a
fantastic job.
Gracias a todos
por todo. And here
is the result of our
jury:
MALAGA: 12
POINTS ! ! !
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It was great, one
couldn't have
hoped for anything
more. No Great! Yes I was not there Great! Great!

++ the program
was well-organized
and there was
plenty to do

It was a pleasure
to be with you!
The restaurant you
had chosen for
dinner were
fantastic - I'm very
grateful for this
experience!
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